I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, naturally based and synthetic polymeric nanofibers have become widely used in both research and manufacturing applications. 1 Their high porosity and superlative mechanical properties, as well as their substantial ratio of volume to the surface area, make polymeric nanofibers attractive for potential applications such as catalyst supports, composite reinforcements, protective clothing, tissueengineered scaffolds, and nanosensors. One example of a potential application is the differentiation between peripheral nerves and tendon cells. 2 Although nanofibers are versatile, their utilization remains limited by the insufficient reliable quantity-production techniques. 3 Several manufacturers have been extensively involved in the global marketplace of the fiber industry. 4 Nonwoven filter media are a subcategory of this industry that has contributed to market growth.
According to a global market report by BCC Research, this growth is forecast to progress from almost $5.1B in 2018 to $6.5B by 2023, which indicates a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5% between 2018 and 2023. 5 In global markets, nanofiber products were predicted to grow from $92M in 2018 to $4.3B by 2023 at a CAGR of 36.2% between 2018 and 2023. 6 These statistics are inclusive of every manufacturing technique associated with nanofiber and microfiber nonwoven filter media. It is difficult to obtain authentic data exclusively to nanofiber markets; however, with the development of future applications in the market place, we could observe a connection with the expanding microfiber industry. At present, it is possible to apply many techniques to produce both nanoscale and microscale fibers. 7 These techniques include melt blowing, 8 phase separation, 9 electrospinning, 10 drawing, 11 template synthesis, 12 and island-in-the-sea spinning. 13 Several of these techniques have disadvantages, such as the use of large amounts of energy to produce fiber or a low rate of production. 14 We require a more effective system to generate submicron fibers and nanofibers, leading to reduced power consumption and greater production rates. Such requirements could be satisfied by applying centrifugal spinning (CS) and pressurized gyration (PG) techniques.
CS, which is sometimes referred to as rotary jet spinning (RJS) or force spinning, 15 is comprised of a reservoir that contains polymer solutions attached to a motor. The rate at which the reservoir is spun about its symmetrical axis is established by the balance between centrifugal and capillary forces; where this rate is more significant than this threshold, one or many of the small openings attached to the reservoir wall eject a viscous jet of solvent. 16 As the solvent evaporates, this jet is projected outwards in a spiral trajectory due to the comparatively high surface area. During this process, centrifugal forces extend the reach of this jet. The rate of evaporation of the solvent depends upon its diffusion coefficient through the polymer, with the jet traveling until it arrives at the stationary collector's walls. From there, the remaining solvent evaporates, and the fibers solidify, enabling them to be gathered. It is essential to satisfy a crucial minimum rotational speed for fiber formation, below which no polymer jet exists, and it is impossible for the centrifugal force to overcome the surface tension. 17, 18 If rotational speeds are low while the vessel accelerates, the low surface tension of the solvent may cause it to separate from the polymer. In this situation, it is not usual for a polymer jet to form; consequently, the surrounding collection walls lose the solvent. Therefore, the appropriate rotation speed is necessary to produce a polymer jet and the subsequent fiber formation, thereby affecting the morphology of such fibers. 7, 19, 20 PG, which was invented in 2013, functions by manipulating a selected polymer solution's Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 17 The rotational speed increases rapidly as the motor starts, which causes the centrifugal force to increase; in turn, this increased force leads to the displacement of the polymer solution. A pressure differential is created in the vessel because of the applied gas pressure acting against the liquid, thereby forcing the solution out. The principal driver behind the liquid extrusion through the vessel openings is the centrifugal force, which is generated due to the surface tension gradient on the liquid-air interface. Furthermore, this gradient prompts Marangoni stress tangential to the liquid-gas interface, thus initiating flow at the tip of the polymer droplet. 20, 21 Fibers are generated by centrifugal force, which continuously stretches the polymer jet as it leaves the perforations; additionally, the gas inlet at the openings generates the pressure differential. Slowly, evaporation causes loss of solvent, and the source of the fiber strand is the extruded polymer that remains in the jet. Ultimately, the dried fiber is deposited on the adjacent collection walls, and a bundle of fibers is formed by the rapid repetition of this procedure. 17 Various polymers have been using various techniques; this includes natural polymers, such as alginate, chitosan collagen, gelatin, and starch, and synthetic polymers, such as poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(lactic acid) (PLA), and fabricated scaffolds with desired properties. 22 During this experiment, we utilized polyethylene oxide (PEO) because it is among the most extensively examined water-soluble synthetic polymer, both from the fundamental viewpoint of understanding how polymer solutions behave and from the broad scope of its applications. 23 Several researchers worldwide have recently studied the control of the operational conditions of PG and CS to manufacture nanoscale fibers. 24 We studied fiber diameter control with every available processing method. Modeling, which has many advantages in refining and enhancing the procedure, provides useful knowledge for comprehending this procedure in greater detail. However, this technique is not always possible due to the unique application of experimental methods. The following fundamental parameters are utilized in modeling PG and CS procedures: air drag, centrifugal force, Coriolis force, spinning speed, polymer viscosity, evaporation time of the solvent in the collector during the spinning process, and the pressure applied on the fiber. 25 The complicated nature of the RJS procedure is clearly outlined in the many publications that examine the forming techniques and viscoelastic properties of RJS, and also supply helpful instructions for future RJS paradigms.
The behavior of polymer solutions within a reservoir using the PG and CS techniques, as well as other similar techniques, is not analyzed in the literature. This study investigates the behavior of a viscous polymer solution within a transparent reservoir, which has multiple narrow (0.5 mm) perforations at a central position in the reservoir, allowing an observer to visualize the behavior of the solution inside the vessel at millisecond intervals in the course of CS and PG. We investigated the impact of rotation speed at 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm on the solution ejected from the openings during CS; the impact of the pressure, P, at various spinning speeds, x, in the PG technique; and the effect of pressurized gas in controlling the behavior of the fluid within the vessel in decreasing the production time. For comparative study, we used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for numerical analysis of the fluid flow within the vessel, and we used still shots captured by a high-speed camera to record both experimental processes.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS A. Materials
In this investigation, PEO, M w 2 Â 10 5 g mol À1 , which was used as the polymer, was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Poole, UK). Distilled water was used as a solvent.
B. Preparation and characterization of solutions
PEO was completely dissolved at concentration 21 wt. % in distilled water. This concentration was selected based on our previous work. 17 The polymer solution was magnetically stirred for 24 h and kept at ambient temperature (%25 C). Physical parameters, such as the viscosity and surface tension of the solutions, were measured by a viscometer (Brookfield DV-111, Harlow, UK) and a force Tensiometer (KR € USS K9, Hamburg, Germany), respectively. The measurements were repeated three times at ambient temperature (25 C), and the equipment was calibrated before the measurements.
C. Transparent vessel specifications
The experimental setup consisted of a transparent reservoir, herein referred to as Mark I; the Mark I cylinder had a 60-mm outer diameter and a 58-mm inner diameter, with perforations of 0.5 mm diameter positioned along the circumference halfway up the cylinder. The top of the cylinder was attached to a transparent lid with a hole in the center for the inlet gas (nitrogen).
D. High-speed camera
The fluid behavior within the reservoir was observed using still shots from a high-speed camera (Photron, FASTCAM SA1.1, Tokyo, Japan), which captured 5400 frames per second.
E. Fiber forming and characterization
The changes in the fiber size, morphology and production yield of PEO fibers using CS at three different speeds (7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm) and using PG at three different gas pressures (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa, speed kept constant at 10 000 rpm) were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi VP-SEM S-3400N). The accelerating voltage used for the SEM was 5 kV. The temperature and relative humidity for all spinning experiments were 25 C and 48%, respectively. The surface of the samples was coated with gold for 60 s. The average fiber diameter and their size distribution were determined by measuring 100 fibers in randomly recorded SEM micrographs using image software ImageJ (Brocken Symmetry Software). The yield was measured by measuring the mass of fibers spun using 1 ml of the polymer solution.
F. Design of experiments
In this investigation, the reservoir was filled with a PEO solution to a height of 5 mm to obtain a more systematic understanding of the forming conditions. Another aim was to establish a qualitative basis for the analysis of relationships between the high-speed spinning in CS and the effects of pressure gas flow inside the reservoir in PG.
G. Micropolar fluid theory
In cylindrical coordinates (r; h; z) for rotating flow in a cylinder, a function is utilized to describe the motion of the fluid,
In the case where there is no change in pressure at the free surface of the rotating fluid at any point,
which is defined as a quadratic function of the free surface; therefore, we expect the free surface of the fluid to assume a parabolic shape when rotated. The gyration vector is a good parameter for determining the physics at the microscale when adopting the continuum assumption. The balance laws of the micropolar continuum can be expressed as follows.
• Conservation of mass, q þ qv l;l ¼ 0:
(3)
• Balance of momentum,
If the micromotion equals the macromotion, that is, if xl, K ¼ xlK, this leads to
Compared to the Naiver-Stokes equations in micropolar fluid dynamics (MFD), gyration has a more general MFD formulation because it has a similar concept as a spinning solid globe. In this study, the instability between the PEO and the gas interface could be specified by equating the gravitational force per unit volume, which has a disruptive effect, to the surface tension force per unit volume, which has a stabilizing effect, 17
where q is the density of the polymer solution, g is the gravitational force, r is the PEO-gas surface tension, h is the height of the PEO drop suspended below the horizontal surface, and x is the vertical distance.
H. Equations for two-phase flow
In this study, a simulation was conducted with the flow of nitrogen and a PEO solution inside a rotating cylinder. From a physical standpoint, both nitrogen and PEO can be regarded as fluids that obey the same laws but have different material properties. Therefore, the flow of generic fluid was studied in two phases, where one was comprised of a PEO solution and the other of introduced nitrogen gas. These phases and the mixture of these substances can be described by a so-called phase field, u, that changes from þ1 to À1, where u ¼ þ1 represents the PEO solution and u ¼ À1 represents the nitrogen,
In the two-phase flow, the density q and the viscosity vary over the domain. Thus, we must be able to track the interface between the nitrogen and PEO solution to determine these parameters
where q N2 and q p are the nominal densities of nitrogen and the PEO solution, respectively, and v N2 and v w are the corresponding nominal values of the viscosity of nitrogen and PEO, respectively.
I. Numerical study
A commercially available CFD code (ANSYS-Fluent 19) was used for the numerical calculations to simulate the flow inside the cylinder and at the outlets of the orifices. This was done to investigate the Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are influence of the rotational speed and pressure, which was applied at the inlet of the 10-mm diameter hole at the top of the cylinder, on the fluid parameters at the holes. The governing equations were solved for the flow, volume fractions, and pressure values at every cell for both phases. The first step was to create a three-dimensional (3D) geometrical model of the case study with CAD software. The second step was mesh generation. The final step was defining the methods and boundary conditions.
Rotating cylinder
The geometry was set up for the 5 mm height of PEO in the rotating cylinder, including an instance when nitrogen gas filled the cylinder. The fluid starts at rest at the bottom of the cylinder. The bottom then starts rotating the fluid at a constant speed to make a vortex. The walls and top of the cylinder are under slip conditions (CL). To set the rotation, the bottom of the cylinder is under Dirichlet conditions (CD).
Governing equations
A realizable k-e turbulence model was used to simulate turbulent flow. This model, which is the most recently developed of three k-e variations, has two main differences from the standard k-e model: it uses a new equation for turbulent viscosity and the transport equation for the dissipation rate is derived from that of the fluctuation in mean square vorticity. The form of the eddy viscosity (turbulent) equations is based on the realizability constraints. These are not satisfied by either the standard or re-normalization group theory (RNG) k-e models, which makes the realizable model more precise than these models at predicting complex flows involving rotation, recirculation, secondary flow features, strong streamline curvature, and boundary layers under strong adverse pressure gradients.
In this study, after conducting a comparison, finding another suitable solution method for the transient formulation was the firstorder implicit scheme and the simple scheme for pressure-speed coupling with spatial discretization. We utilized the least squares cellbased scheme for the gradient, the presto scheme for the pressure, the geo-reconstruct scheme for volume fractions, and the first-order upwind scheme for turbulent kinetic energy.
Mesh generation
To ensure the validity and accuracy of the numerical results and the independence of the numerical solutions, the grid was carefully checked. Figure 1 illustrates the grid topology used for the 3D grid system. The size of elements was changed until a size was reached that did not affect the results; also, the number of elements differed from 120 325 to 210 681. No change for a solution was found after 189 250 elements, so this study used standard curvature meshes generated by computational fluid dynamic software (FLUENT).
Initial conditions
For all simulation tests, the cylinder was filled with liquid PEO to a height of 5 mm from the bottom, and the cylinder was assumed to rotate at a constant speed to reduce the processing time. Moreover, to study the effect of nitrogen gas pressure, it was evident that the rotation of the cylinder must remain constant at maximum speed. The surface tension was considered to be 0.057 N m À1 (see Sec. III A below).
Boundary conditions
To study the effect of gravity force, the ambient temperature was set at 25 C and the pressure was set at 0.1 MPa. Different rotation speeds were implemented (x ¼ 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm) without the utilization of nitrogen gas; at 10 000 rpm, the nitrogen gas pressure levels applied in the tests were 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa. The gas inlet at the top of the cylinder was a 10-mm diameter hole.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION A. Physical properties of PEO solution
The viscosity was 3000 6 30 N m À1 and the surface tension was 57 6 5 mN m À1 .
B. Spinning fibers
1. CS at 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm a. CS at 7000 rpm. Figure 2 (a) shows the vessel at rest during the process; in this high-speed camera video frame, it can be observed that the PEO solution has started to spin. Due to the manual starting of the experiment, there was a difference between the start time of the camera and the motor; therefore, in the following figures depicting an angular velocity of x ¼ 0, the time registration in the first still video picture will be considered equal to zero. The fluid behavior is shown in Fig. 2 (b) at t % 215 ms since the motor accelerates to achieve the proposed x. The PEO solution arrived at the orifices, but no solution jetted out of the orifices, and it is clear that the fluid profile was parabola-shaped, which indicates that the fluid on the opposite side has almost the same shape. Figure 2 (c) illustrates that no fluid jetted out of the reservoir before the solution reached the top surface in the chamber; at this point, the fluid had almost reached the top of the chamber (in the top left corner) at t % 434 ms, and the fluid commenced exiting the pot through the orifices on the same side.
b. CS at 8500 rpm. Figure 2(d) illustrates the PEO solution at rest, t ¼ 0, and after this time, the reservoir started to spin. It is clearly Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are shown in Fig. 2 (e) that the spinning accelerated rapidly to achieve the required speed and the fluid profile of the solution behaved unsymmetrically at t ¼ 171 ms. Therefore, a small part of the solution arrived at the orifice, while the rest of the solution remained at the bottom of the chamber and no fluid was jetted. Figure 2 (b) shows that the fluid behavior at 7500 rpm was parabolic-shaped and almost all the solution tried to reach the orifices, whereas in Fig. 2(e) , the solution climbed the walls on one side. At t ¼ 436 ms, the shape of the fluid was parabolic [ Fig. 2(f) ]; and the solution started to jet from the orifices on the left-hand side, as shown in Fig. 2(f) . Moreover, the time required to stabilize the fluid at 8500 rpm was greater than it was at 7000 rpm. It was clear that the jetted fluid started before the solution arrived at the top surface in the chamber [ Fig. 2(c) ].
c. CS at 10 000 rpm. Figures 2(g), 2(h), and 2(i) illustrate the changes in fluid profile at various times at x ¼ 10 000 rpm. In Fig. 2(g) , the solution profile within the reservoir was determined to be at rest when t ¼ 0 ms, while the PEO solution reached the orifices on the left-hand side of the chamber without any jetted solution coming out of the openings.
Moreover, the fluid profile inside the cylinder was unsymmetrical, as most of the fluid had not arrived at the orifices yet because it had not reached the required rotation speed. In contrast, the fluid shown in Fig. 2 (i) behaved in accordance with the asymmetric profile of parabolic shape, and it is clearly shown that the solution started jetting from one of the orifices on the left-hand side of the chamber although the rest of the orifices had not jetted any solution. Also, the solution jetted before arriving at the top surface of the cylinder, which contrasts with the application of x ¼ 7000 and 8500 rpm.
2. PG at 10 000 rpm with 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa inlet gas a. PG with 0.1 MPa. Figures 3(a), 3(b) , and 3(c) show the PEO solution profile at 0.1 MPa of inlet pressure at various times (at rest, t ¼ 187 ms, and t ¼ 371 ms) at x ¼ 10 000 rpm. Figure 3(a) shows the solution profile at rest, without applying any inlet pressure or rotation. The PEO solution reached all the orifices at almost the same time and moved up the cylinder walls in a controlled movement. Once the PEO solution arrived at the openings, the solution started jetting from the openings. Figure 3 (c) confirms that the fluid profile was controlled and moved upward with the same altitude. Moreover, in this case, all the orifices jetted the solution at the same time, volume, and speed with the incorporation of nitrogen gas, which allowed the fluid to jet at high-speed, as will be discussed in the numerical results (Sec. III C 4). The incorporation of nitrogen gas improved the shape, size, and morphology of polymer fibers jetted out of the cylinder (Sec. III D).
b. PG with 0.2 MPa. Figures 3(d Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are at a fixed rotating speed. It is clearly shown in Fig. 3 (e) that the inlet pressure plays a crucial role in controlling the viscous polymer solution profile, as the fluid arrived at all the orifices at almost the same time and moved upward along the cylinder wall at an equal distance at t ¼ 251 ms. Therefore, in this situation, the jetted solution from the openings had almost equal output speed and altitude. Compared with the previous scenario, the solution jetted out faster by the force of the nitrogen gas escaping from the orifices at high speed, which is described in the numerical results (Sec. III C 4) in more detail. The solution profile was kept controlled at t ¼ 349 ms, as shown in Fig. 3 (f) and the polymer solution kept jetting out of the orifices. The fluid did not reach the top surface of the chamber.
c. PG with 0.3 MPa. As shown in Figs. 3(g), 3(h), and 3(i), in this case, inlet gas was applied at 0.3 MPa pressure. The time it took the polymer solution to reach the orifices was much shorter at this pressure level compared to the other levels of applied pressure, as shown in Fig. 3 (h) (t ¼ 205 ms). Also, the gas pressure forces the liquid to reach the orifices faster than using rotation only. The fluid profile was controlled at the same locations in a parabolic shape, and the solution started jetting from the orifices with the introduction of nitrogen gas, which helped the solution to escape faster. It should be noted here that the high-pressure gas helped the polymer solution to elongate as it exited through the openings, stretching during the separation phase in particular. Finally, the application of more pressure promoted more control of the polymer solution, which was jetted from all the orifices at the same time in the same amount and at the same speed. As shown in Fig. 3(i) , the solution kept the asymmetric shape as it jetted continuously from the chamber, although the polymer solution did not reach the top surface of the cylinder.
C. Numerical analysis
1. Effects of rotational speed at 7000 rpm without gas pressure Jetting the polymer solution with centrifugal force against the surface tension and gravitational forces led to deformation of the PEO solution at the orifices. In general, a higher spinning speed at a constant pressure leads to higher centrifugal force, which promotes higher solution deformation, as shown in Fig. 4 . The viscous PEO solution within the reservoir responds to two forces acting in opposite directions: normal stresses and shear stresses. As a result, the PEO solution elongated with acceleration at the orifices. In the initial condition, the height of the PEO solution was 5 mm, red indicates the PEO solution fraction (/ ¼ 1), and dark blue indicates the air gas fraction (/ ¼ À1) as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The shape profile of the surface is not flat, as observed experimentally. Figure 4( Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are of the solution with air within the reservoir. The fluid shifted as expected, and the interface formed a parabolic shape when spun due to centrifugal force; this is theoretically suggested by Eq. (2) . It is also clear that the solution reached the orifices when the angular velocity of the cylinder was equal to 7000 rpm. Finally, Fig. 4(c) shows how the PEO solution reached the top surface of the cylinder, and most of the solution was simply jetted out of the vessel at t ¼ 20 ms. The solution profile at this specific time was unsymmetrical near the walls of the reservoir.
2. Effects of rotational speed at 8500 rpm without pressure gas Figure 4(d) shows that the behavior of the polymer solution at a higher speed, x ¼ 8500 rpm, at t ¼ 6 ms increased the exit flow from the chamber. It was predicted that in these conditions, the solution at the bottom would move to the sidewalls of the cylinder, compared with the same conditions at x ¼ 7000 rpm. An asymmetrical fluid profile was observed for the polymer solution inside the reservoir, which led to fluid escape from some orifices but not others. In Fig.  4(e) , it is evident that the polymer solution passed the orifices but did not reach the top surface of the cylinder at t ¼ 20 ms; however, the high volume of the polymer was at the center of the orifices, which led to greater loss of solution that escaped from the openings without fiber formation. As a result, the diameter of the polymer jet was almost the same size and shape as the orifice (0.5 mm); this also affected the produced fibers. At the end of the process, shown in Fig. 4(f) , the viscosity of the solution kept the polymer solution above the orifices, which, at that particular time (t ¼ 30 ms), facilitated the high speed of the air-jetted within the polymer. In turn, this produced a thinner solution that led to a smaller fiber diameter (Sec. III D).
At a maximum rotational speed of 10 000 rpm, more fluid withdrawal was observed. In Fig. 4(g) the surface profile and height of the polymer solution at t ¼ 6 ms are illustrated. With high-speed spinning (10 000 rpm), the polymer solution concentrated at the orifices in a shorter time compared to the other speeds tested (i.e., x ¼ 7000 and 8500 rpm), so we can conclude that a higher speed makes the processing time shorter. At t ¼ 20 ms [ Fig. 4(h) ], unsymmetrical flow distribution was discovered near the cylinder walls, and the volume fraction at the bottom of the chamber was higher than it was at the top and the orifices. However, a low percentage of the polymer solution was located at the top of the reservoir at this speed compared to other speeds at the same time.
The investigation of the polymer solution speed at the orifices showed that this parameter played a vital role in the process. A numerical study of the velocity distribution across the sections inside the cylinder is shown in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) at 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm angular velocities, respectively. The spinning speed of the fluid inside the chamber increased gradually from the center to the wall sides, as proven theoretically in Eq. (5) . The polymer solution velocity depends on the vessel rotation speed. Therefore, in both cases, the acceleration increased at x ¼ 8500 and 10 000 rpm by 22% and 59%, respectively.
The mass flow rate of the PEO solution over time is presented in Fig. 5(d) . The maximum values of mass flow rate obtained at Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are 10 000 rpm, 7000, and 8500 rpm were equal to 2.25, 1.8, and 1.2 kg/s, respectively. The greatest amount of polymer was formed at the beginning of the process from t ¼ 0.002 s to t ¼ 0.05 s. The percentages of process time used at 8500 and 10 000 rpm were 56% and 39% less than the time consumed at 7000 rpm, respectively. The mass flow rates at x ¼ 8500 and 10 000 rpm were 180% and 225% compared with the mass flow rate at 7000 rpm ¼ 1.12 kg/s, respectively. Figure 5 (e) outlines the volume fraction of the PEO solution at the orifices throughout the process. It can be observed that the gradual increase and decrease in curves was similar to the mass flow rate curves. The maximum value of volume fraction was achieved at 10 000 rpm because more solution escaped from the orifices at a higher velocity. The percentages of increase in volume fraction at 10 000 and 8500 rpm were 63% and 46% more than the volume fraction at 7000 rpm (V f ¼ 0.6), respectively.
Effects of pressure at a fixed rotational speed
Pressure applied during the process of fiber-forming which is the key difference between PG and CS has an influence on the surface profile of the fluid, the time required for the process, and the diameter of the PEO fibers formed. This can be explained by the higher kinetic energy of higher-pressure nitrogen gas streams, which increases their velocity. The high velocity of the gas inlet into the vessel creates a driving force for the acceleration of the PEO solution at the orifices. The gas pressure contributes to further polymer jet elongation and produces lower-diameter fibers due to fluid acceleration (Sec. III D). In this study, fiber was formed with different pressure levels (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa) at a fixed rotational speed of 10 000 rpm.
In all experiments, the inlet gas pressure was applied when the angular velocity reached the required speed (x ¼ 10 000 rpm Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are 6(a)-6(c) show the deformation of the PEO solution inside the cylinder under P inlet ¼ 0.1 MPa at different times (0, 6, and 20 ms). It was observed that the profile of the fluid surface was completely symmetrical under the influence of pressure, and the PEO solution was extracted out from all the orifices; therefore, the produced fibers had the same diameter with acceptable morphology. Figure 6(a) illustrates the fluid surface at the initial condition, where the height of the solution (h solution ) was 5 mm. The asymmetric profile of the solution was attained, and the fluid stretched to the orifices after t ¼ 6 ms, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The nitrogen gas forced the polymer solution at the bottom to the interior surfaces side of the orifices, along with the remaining area of the orifices, which affected the speed and flow rate of the polymer solution. This gas also maintained the polymer jet and created a balance between the atmospheric pressure and the nitrogen pressure inside the reservoir, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . In Fig. 6(d) , the influence of increased inlet pressure can be seen, as the thickness of the PEO solution at the cylinder walls decreased because of the high inlet gas pressure, which is applied directly downwards at the center of the cylinder. With higher pressure, the fluid reached the orifices after more time had elapsed compared with less pressure because the gas tries to exit from the orifices at the start of the process, as shown in Fig. 6(e) . Moreover, the pressure produced by gas distributed the fluid in all points in the center of the orifices with the same concentration, as shown in Fig. 6(f) . As a result, increasing the inlet pressure with nitrogen gas at high speed to assist the fluid jetted into the atmosphere led to a smaller diameter of polymer fiber, which was caused by faster elongation of the jetted solution (Sec. III D).
By increasing the pressure to 0.3 MPa, the PEO solution rapidly moved along the chamber walls at t ¼ 6 ms, as depicted in Fig. 6(g) . This strategy also kept the polymer controlled at the center and beneath the orifices, which allowed the solution jetted with nitrogen gas to accelerate the polymer output speed. Figure 6(h) shows the volume of the PEO solution at t ¼ 20 ms, which was concentrated at two locations of the orifice (the top and bottom). Meanwhile, the nitrogen gas in the middle of the orifice expanded the solution, which led to a smaller diameter of solution jetted out from the openings. Figure 6 (i) describes the solution behavior at t ¼ 30 ms. The solution was controlled, staying around the orifice, at the bottom of the cylinder, and close to the area above the openings. Figures 7(a) , 7(b), and 7(c) show a numerical study of the velocity distribution inside the chamber at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa inlet gas pressure, respectively. The nitrogen gas pressure governed the PEO solution velocity at the inlet of the vessel. Therefore, the velocity rate increased in both cases at 0.2 and 0.3 MPa by 43% and 115%, respectively. The force produced by the nitrogen gas accelerated the solution toward the orifices so that more elongated, thinner fibers were created (Sec. III D). The mass flow rate of the PEO solution is illustrated in Fig. 7 (d) at three different pressures: 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa. The mass flow rate increased excessively with increased inlet pressure; therefore, the inlet gas forced the fluid to exit from the orifices more rapidly and with a greater quantity of PEO solution. The percentages of increase in the mass flow rate compared to inlet pressure at 0.1 MPa were 52% and 29% when 0.3 MPa and 0.2 MPa of gas pressure was applied, respectively. Figure 7 (e) illustrates the volume fractions of the PEO solution as a function of time at different pressure levels. The volume fraction decreased with an increase in gas pressure, and the peak of the curve was not clearly observed. The volume fraction of fluid decreased by rates of 25% and 48% for gas pressures of 0.2 and 0.3 MPa, respectively, compared with the volume fraction when the gas pressure was 0.1 MPa. The curve has an obvious parabolic shape, so the numerical results confirm the scenarios elucidated by theoretical Eqs. (1) and (2) . D. Morphology, distribution, and production yield of fibers Figure 8 shows the characteristics of the fibers formed. The diameter of fibers decreased from 1625.57 6 714.83 nm to 1477.06 6 368.53 nm by increasing of speed from 7000 rpm to 10 000 rpm under the same CS conditions. Moreover, the morphology of fibers, homogeneity of fiber distribution, and production yield improved by increasing speed in CS. Bead and droplet defects and nonhomogeneous distribution were observed at 7500 rpm. The morphology of fibers at 10 000 rpm was better than fibers produced at a lower speed, but it was still slightly beaded. The production yield of fibers was 7.9, 8.9, and 11.2 mg per ml solution for 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm, respectively.
On the other hand, the fibers produced by PG had a smaller size and better morphology and distribution compared to CS. Applied Physics Reviews ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/are
E. Comparison of experiment and theoretical scenarios
The volume fraction contours in Fig. 4 reveal the behavior of the PEO solution inside the transparent reservoir without any applied pressure (i.e., CS). These contours prove that the polymer solution had a parabolic profile and that it was symmetric at different speeds (x ¼ 7000, 8500, and 10 000 rpm). It was also observed that the polymer solution was jetted from the orifices without fiber formation at a rapid rate, especially at a low rotation speed, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , 4(d), and 4(g). However, at t ¼ 30 ms, the solution was jetted with the air outside the chamber and stayed above and below the orifices [ Fig. 4(c) , 4(f), and 4(i)].
High-speed camera videos were captured in this study to show the same scenario at different times because the numerical study covered a stable, constant speed (i.e., at rest) but not accelerated conditions, which are found in real experiment scenarios. The motor was accelerated to achieve the required speed. This affected not only the time required to reach the orifices but also the symmetry of the fluid profile. The solution escaped from the openings at a lower speed, as shown in Fig. 2 , and the fluid was not jetted from the orifices until it reached the top surface. In addition, the mass flow rate, volume fractions, and speed of the polymer solution as it exited from the orifices increased with an increased spinning speed, as shown in Fig. 5 .
In the PG process, pressure played a crucial role by controlling the polymer solution within the cylinder; this was proven experimentally and numerically. As Fig. 3 shows, at different speeds, the inlet pressure controlled the solution within the reservoir and jetted the polymer fluid with high-speed gas, which increased the speed of the fluid and elongated the polymer at the exit of the orifices. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows how the fluid profile was controlled inside the cylinder, staying around the orifices when jetted with nitrogen gas at all times.
The main purpose of this work was to elucidate how the polymeric fluid behaves during pressurized gyration and pressureless centrifugal spinning, comparing the scenarios. Overall, higher spinning speed and pressure will help decrease fiber diameter. However, automated control of the speed, pressure, and flow of polymer solution is needed to achieve fine fibers with a monomodal diameter distribution, and to further decrease the fiber diameter higher values of pressure and speed need to be tested. We are currently designing and testing a novel vessel-device, which can be computer-controlled with respect to automation and will also tolerate higher pressure and speed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An experimental investigation was conducted with high-speed camera imaging, in combination with a numerical analysis (CFD), to examine the fluid behavior in two systems: PG and CS for forming polymeric fine fibers. 21 wt. % PEO dissolved in distilled water as a viscous solution was used in two scenarios. The first scenario used CS at three speeds without any applied pressure, and it was concluded that increasing the spinning speed allowed the polymer solution to jet out of the orifices faster. With a higher speed, the fluid rapidly formed into a parabolic shape and moved to the reservoir walls; it then continued to move upward to the top surface of the cylinder and, as a result, fluid started to jet out of the cylinder. Numerically, the ratio of the speed at which the solution escaped at 8500 and 10 000 rpm compared to 7000 rpm equaled 22% and 59%, respectively. The greatest quantity of polymer was formed at the beginning of the process from 0.002 to 0.05 s. The percentages of the total process time at 8500 and 10 000 rpm were 56% and 39% less than the time consumed at 7000 rpm, respectively.
In the PG scenario, three levels of inlet pressure were applied (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa) at a fixed spinning speed of 10 000 rpm. The inlet pressure played a vital role at all spinning speeds and was crucial for effectively controlling the fluid profile within the reservoir. At the same time, the inlet gas helped the polymer solution reach the orifices in a short time (less than 1 s) and kept the fluid at the same location within the cylinder, which allowed the fluid to jet at the same time from all the orifices. Also, nitrogen gas was jetted with the solution out of the orifices at high speed to allow the polymer to stretch and evaporate the water.
There was a strong relationship between the magnitude of pressure applied and the speed at which the solution escaped from the orifices, which led to improved fiber morphology. The morphology of fibers, homogeneity of fiber distribution, and production yield improved by increasing the spinning speed in CS but was further enhanced by increasing the gas pressure. The best results were obtained at 0.3 MPa in PG. Finally, the total process time was less than 1 s in both the experimental and numerical studies. In future work, the process will be controlled by an automated system that allows the polymer solution to infuse into the chamber at a suitable spinning speed to reduce the amount of solution waste and to ensure an accurate volume flow rate for both the polymer solution and the inlet gas, which play a vital role in forming fine polymer fibers.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for further details about videos extracted from high-speed camera recording of PEO solution behavior using the centrifugal spinning (CS) technique at 7000 rpm (Supplementary Video 1), 8500 rpm (Supplementary Video 2), and 10 000 rpm (Supplementary Video 3) . The videos extracted from a high-speed camera during the use of the pressurized gyration technique (PG) at 0. 
